HOW INTOXICATED ARE YOU REALLY?  
BEST AND MOST ACCURATE DRINKING APPS FOR iPhone

**Can I Dvy Yet:** (GIVES MOST ACCURATE BAC LEVEL-MOST FACTORS CONSIDERED)
Make profile with your weight, gender, if average drinker or now, and what the legal driving limit is for you (depending on age and state: 0.0%, 0.1%, 0.8%).

- Pick drink (light beer, typical beer, malt liquor, typical wine, dessert wine, light liquor, hard liquor, 151 rum, or other).
- Pick what serving size, % of alcohol, and quantity of drinks.
- Has a starting time from when you log in. From there hit + or – for amount of drinks. Gives Bac.
- Tells you whether it is legal or illegal for you to drive, and an approximate time when it is legal for you to drive, and in how approximately how long you will be sober.

**DrinkStir:**
How It Works:
- Type in weight, how many hours you have been drinking, and gender.
- Type in quantity of either beer, wine, or liquor. Then calculates BAC.
- Also using the map app on the iPhone, tells you nearest location for a store, Chinese food, Pizza, and gives you your exact location to tell a taxi.

Negatives: Does not let you choose specifically what brand of drink or size or serving

**Last Call:**
- Create log with gender and weight.
- Pick from several drink options (type of alcohol, specific name, serving size).
- From time where first drink chosen, tells you BAC and has a chart so you can see where your BAC will be as time progresses.
- Can select option to call taxi that is nearest you.

**DrunkGuard:**
- Enter name, weight, and gender
- Choose drink or create your own
- Monitors BAC, time to sober countdown, drunk dialing/texting lock down and auto cab dial to get home safely
- Use of sobriety games tests reflexes before and after drinking